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Appendix: Country-specific variables

Finland
GENDER, ALCOHOL, AND CULTURE:  AN INTERNATIONAL STUDY (GENACIS)

EXPANDED CORE QUESTIONNAIRE:

weight to be used in the analyses: WEI1 (this is calculated by age, sex and geographical area)

DEMOGRAPHICS:

16.A How many children live with you, including adopted, stepchildren,
your partner’s children, or grandchildren? SNKH

|___|___| child/children (IF NONE SKIP TO Q17)

version variables used to construct snkh_10:
snkh_10a = laps06: How many of the children (living with you) are 0-6 years old?
Remark: ££ is there a skip or why only 972 respondents ££

|__|__|  child/children
no response 99

snkh_10b = laps717: How many of the children (living with you) are 7-17 years old?
Remark: ££ is there a skip or why only 972 respondents ££

|__|__|  child/children
no response 99

snkh_10c = laps18: How many of the children (living with you) are over 17 years old?
Remark: ££ is there a skip or why only 972 respondents ££

|__|__|  child/children
no response 99

16.B How many are under the age of 18? SSKH

|__|__| child/children

version variables used to construct sskh_10:
sskh_10a = see snkh_10a: How many of the children (living with you) are 0-6 years old?
Remark: ££ is there a skip or why only 972 respondents ££

|__|__|  child/children
no response 99

sskh_10b = see snkh_10b: How many of the children (living with you) are 7-17 years old?
Remark: ££ is there a skip or why only 972 respondents ££

|__|__|  child/children
no response 99
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WORK EXPERIENCE

18. Do you have a management position? WMAP

Yes, at the top level 4
Yes, at the medium level 3
Yes, at the low level 2
No 1

version variable used to construct wmap_10:
wmap_10a = sose1: What is your occupation?
Remark: only surveyed if wpos_10=1 or 2 or 4 or 5 or 6
Remark: sose1 is a classification based on the occupation that was asked and categorized in the
interview situation

|__|__|  open question ££
open question ££

wmap_10a = sose1: What was your latest occupation?
Remark: only surveyed if wpos_10=7 or 8 or 11 or 12 or 13
Remark: sose1 is a classification based on the occupation that was asked and categorized in the
interview situation

|__|__|  open question ££

wmap_10a = sose1: Do you have some occupation even if you are not working at the moment?
Remark: only surveyed if wpos_10=9 or 10 or 14
Remark: sose1 is a classification based on the occupation that was asked and categorized in the
interview situation

|__|__|  open question ££

19.B. How long have you been involuntarily unemployed? WDUE

|__|__| MONTHS (SKIP TO Q. 26)

version variables used to construct wdue_10:
wdue_10a = tyottkk: How long have you now been continuously unemployed?
Remark: skip if person is not unemployed

A) months unemployed
|__|__|  months
not unemployed
no response 99

wdue_10b = tyottvko: How long have you now been continuously unemployed?
Remark: skip if person is not unemployed
Remark: (if tyottvko=0-2 then wdue_10b=0, else wdue_10b=1)

B) weeks unemployed
|__|__|  months
not unemployed
no response 99
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21. Are you self-employed or are you employed by others? WEST

Self-employed 1
Employed by others 2

version variable used to construct west_10:
west_10a = see wpos_10: What is your present daily occupation / employment status?

gainfully employed full-time 1
gainfully employed part-time 2
farmer 3
working in family farm without pay 4
self-employed 5
working in a family enterprise without pay 6
unemployed or laid off without pay 7
on maternity or parental leave 8
conscript or undergoing non-military service 9
student 10
not working due to long-term illness 11
retired 12
on unemployment pension 13
homemaker 14
other 15

26. What is your total household income, before taxes and from all sources? By
household income we mean income earned by you (IF APPLICABLE: and by
your spouse/cohabiting partner, and by other family members living with you)
and any income from other sources, such as child support or pensions. WHHI

___________________________________

version variables used to construct whhi_10:
whhi_10a = omtulot: What are your average (gross) monthly earnings?
Remark: gross earnings include all income without subtracing e.g. taxes; Finnish marks are
transferred to Euros

______________________________
no income 0
no response 9999999

whhi_10b = putulot: What are your partner’s / wife’s / husband’s average monthly earnings?
Remark: gross earnings include all income without subtracing e.g. taxes; Finnish marks are
transferred to Euros

______________________________
no income 0
no partner or separated
no response 9999999
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27. How much of the total household income, from all sources, do you
yourself provide? WROI
All of it 5
More than half 4
About half 3
Less than half 2
None 1
Refused 0

version variables used to construct wroi_10:
wroi_10a = see whhi_10a: What are your average (gross) monthly earnings?
Remark: gross earnings include all income without subtracing e.g. taxes; Finnish marks are
transferred to Euros

______________________________
no income 0
no response 9999999

wroi_10b = see whhi_10b: What are your partner’s / wife’s / husband’s average monthly
earnings?
Remark: gross earnings include all income without subtracing e.g. taxes; Finnish marks are
transferred to Euros

______________________________
no income 0
no partner or separated 9898989
no response 9999999
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SOCIAL NETWORKS

28. How many times during the last 30 days have you had informal and supportive
contacts with the following persons, including letters, phone calls, or e-mails? NLMC

Daily or
almost

every day

Several
times a
week

Once or
twice a
week

One to three
times in the
last 30 days

Not at all
during the

last 30 days
a. Your spouse/ partner/romantic (non-

cohabiting) partner
5 4 3 2 1

b. Your child/children 5 4 3 2 1
c. Other female members of the family 5 4 3 2 1
d. Other male members of the family 5 4 3 2 1
e. Someone at work 5 4 3 2 1
f. Female friend(s) or acquaintance(s) 5 4 3 2 1
g. Male friend(s) or acquaintance(s) 5 4 3 2 1
h. A doctor or a health worker 5 4 3 2 1
i. Others 5 4 3 2 1

version variables used to construct nlmcc10:
nlmcc10a = k131: How many times during the last 30 days have you had informal and
supportive contacts with the following people? Consider, in addition to meeting the people face-
to-face, also contact through telephone, letters, or e-mails.

A) mother
daily 5
3-4 times a week 4
once or twice a week 3
one to three times a month 2
not at all during the last 30 days 1
person does not exist 0

nlmcc10b = k135a: How many times during the last 30 days have you had informal and
supportive contacts with the following people? Consider, in addition to meeting the people face-
to-face, also contact through telephone, letters, or e-mails.

B) other female members of the family
daily 5
3-4 times a week 4
once or twice a week 3
one to three times a month 2
not at all during the last 30 days 1
person does not exist 0
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version variables used to construct nlmcd10:
nlmcd10a = k132: How many times during the last 30 days have you had informal and
supportive contacts with the following people? Consider, in addition to meeting the people face-
to-face, also contact through telephone, letters, or e-mails.

A) father
daily 5
3-4 times a week 4
once or twice a week 3
one to three times a month 2
not at all during the last 30 days 1
person does not exist 0

nlmcd10b = k135b: How many times during the last 30 days have you had informal and
supportive contacts with the following people? Consider, in addition to meeting the people face-
to-face, also contact through telephone, letters, or e-mails.

B) other male family members
daily 5
3-4 times a week 4
once or twice a week 3
one to three times a month 2
not at all during the last 30 days 1
person does not exist 0
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FAMILIAL AND OTHER DRINKING CONTEXTS

38. How often in the last 12 months have you had a drink when you were with
the following persons? Think of all the times that apply for each person.
For example, having a drink with your spouse or partner and friends should
be included under both “(a) with your spouse or partner,” and “(d) with friends? FWOT

Every
day or
nearly
every
day

Three
or four
times a
week

Once or
twice a
week

One to
three

times a
month

Seven to
eleven

times in the
last 12
months

Three to
six times
in the last
12 months

Once or
twice in

the last 12
months

Never in
the last

12
months

a. with your spouse/
partner/ romantic (non-
cohabiting) partner
whether or not other
people were present?

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

b. with a family member
other than your spouse/
partner/romantic (non-
cohabiting) partner?

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

c. with people you work
with or go to school
with?

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

d. with friends other than
your spouse or partner?

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

e. when no one happened
to be with you?

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

version variables used to construct fwotb10:
fwotb10a = k126a: How often during the last 12 months have you been drinking alcohol with….
Remark: abstainers are coded as never (1) ££ new category ££

A) other female family member?
every day or nearly every day 8
3-4 times a week 7
1-2 times a week 6
1-3 times a month 5
27-11 times in the last 12 months 4
3-6 times in the last 12 months 3
once or twice in the last 12 months 2
never in the last 12 months 1
person does not exist 0
current abstainer
no response 99
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fwotb10b = k126b: How often during the last 12 months have you been drinking alcohol with….
Remark: abstainers are coded as never (1) ££ new category ££

B) other male family member?
every day or nearly every day 8
3-4 times a week 7
1-2 times a week 6
1-3 times a month 5
27-11 times in the last 12 months 4
3-6 times in the last 12 months 3
once or twice in the last 12 months 2
never in the last 12 months 1
person does not exist 0
current abstainer
no response 99

version variables used to construct fwotd10:
fwotd10a = k127a: How often during the last 12 months have you been drinking alcohol with….
Remark: abstainers are coded as never (1) ££ new category ££

A) your female friends?
every day or nearly every day 8
3-4 times a week 7
1-2 times a week 6
1-3 times a month 5
27-11 times in the last 12 months 4
3-6 times in the last 12 months 3
once or twice in the last 12 months 2
never in the last 12 months 1
person does not exist 0
current abstainer
no response 99

fwotd10b = k127b: How often during the last 12 months have you been drinking alcohol with….
Remark: abstainers are coded as never (1) ££ new category ££

B) your male friends?
every day or nearly every day 8
3-4 times a week 7
1-2 times a week 6
1-3 times a month 5
27-11 times in the last 12 months 4
3-6 times in the last 12 months 3
once or twice in the last 12 months 2
never in the last 12 months 1
person does not exist 0
current abstainer
no response 99
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40. During the last 12 months, how much of your drinking has been with
your spouse/partner/ romantic (non-cohabiting) partner? FRDP
All or almost all occasions 5
Most occasions 4
Some occasions 3
A few occasions 2
Never 1
I do not have a spouse/partner/romantic (non-cohabiting) partner 0

version variable to frdp_10:
frdp_10a = spouse: annual number of drinking occasion with partner (open question: without
categories)
Remark: Data on drinking occasions level aggregated into individual level; see translated
questionnaire. The proportion of those drinking occasions that were covered and in which spouse
was present (many have only data for 1-3 drinking occasions) ££ what does aggregated level
mean ££

________________________open question
no response 99

41. Drinking affects people in many different ways. We would like to learn
what effects drinking may have for you. When you drink, how true would
you say each of these statements is for you--usually true, sometimes true,
or never true? How true is it that when you drink… FSEF

Usually
true

Sometimes
true

Never
true

a. you find it easier to be open with other people? 3 2 1
b. you find it easier to talk to your present partner about your

feelings or problems?
3 2 1

c. you feel less inhibited about sex? 3 2 1
d. sexual activity is more pleasurable for you? 3 2 1
e. you feel more sexually attractive 3 2 1
f. you become more aggressive toward other people? 3 2 1

version variables used to construct fseff10:
fseff10a = cexpg10: Next I shall mention some situations which may arise when using alcohol.
Mark for each whether you have found yourself in similar situations during the past 12 months...

A) you have been caught in a scuffle or fight?
never 1
1-2 times 2
3 times or more 3

fseff10b = ksriita: Next I shall mention some situations which may arise when using alcohol.
Mark for each whether you have found yourself in similar situations during the past 12 months...

B) quarrel or argument
never 1
1-2 times 2
3 times or more 3
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DRINKING CONSEQUENCES

49. During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more
by someone who drinks more than you do? CIBO

NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

a. Your spouse/partner/romantic (non-
cohabiting) partner?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3
NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

b. Your child or children?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3
NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

c. Some other female member of your
family?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3
NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

d. Some other male member of your family?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3
NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

e. Someone at your work or at school?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3
NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

f. A female friend or acquaintance?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3
NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

g. A male friend or acquaintance?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3

version variables used to construct ciobc10:
ciboc10a = k145aiti: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more
by any of the following persons…
Remark: Attention, the question does not say that these people should drink more than the
respondent! ££ Abstainer own category ££

A) mother?
person does not exist 0
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

ciboc10b = k145nusk: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more
by any of the following persons…
Remark: Attention, the question does not say that these people should drink more than the
respondent! ££ Abstainer own category ££

B) other female family member?
person does not exist 0
yes 1
no 2
no response 99
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version variables used to construct ciobd10:
cibod10a = k145isa: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more
by any of the following persons…
Remark: Attention, the question does not say that these people should drink more than the
respondent! ££ Abstainer own category ££

A) father?
person does not exist 0
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

cibod10b = k145msuk: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink
more by any of the following persons…
Remark: Attention, the question does not say that these people should drink more than the
respondent! ££ Abstainer own category ££

B) other male family member?
person does not exist 0
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

50. Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems
due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with
family, health, work, or the law or the police CPOP

NO YES If YES, was it
in the last 12

months
a. Mother 1 2 3
b. Father 1 2 3
c. Spouse/partner/romantic (non-cohabiting) partner 1 2 3
d. Children 1 2 3
e.  Other family members 1 2 3
f. Friends 1 2 3
g. Workfriends/colleagues/fellow students 1 2 3

version variables used to construct cpoce10:
cpope10a=k159nsuk: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems
due to their own use of alcohol?  For instance, these could be problems with family, health, work,
or the law or the police.

A) female family member?
person does not exist 0
yes 1
no 2
no response 99
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cpope10b=k159msuk: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had
problems due to their own use of alcohol?  For instance, these could be problems with family,
health, work, or the law or the police.

B) male family member?
person does not exist 0
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

version variables used to construct cpocf10:
cpopf10a=k159nyst: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems
due to their own use of alcohol?  For instance, these could be problems with family, health, work,
or the law or the police.

A) female friend?
person does not exist 0
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

cpopf10b=k159myst: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems
due to their own use of alcohol?  For instance, these could be problems with family, health, work,
or the law or the police.

B) male friend?
person does not exist 0
yes 1
no 2
no response 99
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52. During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the drinking of
any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? CIOD

NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

a. Your spouse/partner/romantic (non-
cohabiting) partner?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3
NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

b. Your child or children?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3
NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

c. Some other female member of your
family?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3
NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

d. Some other male member of your family?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3
NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

e. Someone at your work or at school?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3
NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

f. A female friend or acquaintance?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3
NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

g. A male friend or acquaintance?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3

version variables used to construct ciodc10:
ciodc10a = k152aiti: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the drinking of
any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often?

A) Mother?
person does not exist 0
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

ciodc10b = k152nsuk: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the drinking
of any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often?

B) other female family member?
person does not exist 0
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

version variables used to construct ciodd10:
ciodd10 = k152isa: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the drinking of
any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often?

A) father?
person does not exist 0
yes 1
no 2
no response 99
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ciodd10 = k152msuk: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the drinking of
any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often?

B) some other male family member?
person does not exist 0
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

INTIMATE RELATIONS AND SEXUALITY

VIOLENCE/VICTIMIZATION

HEALTH AND LIFESTYLE

96.A. In the last 12 months, have you used any prescription drugs or
medicines in a way other than the one prescribed? HPME

YES 1 (SKIP TO Q. 96B)
NO 2 (SKIP TO Q. 97)

hpme_10a = laake11: Have you ever tried or used any sleeping pills or tranquillisers for non-
medicinal purposes (either without doctor’s prescription or in larger amounts than prescribed)?

yes 1
no 2

hpme_10b = using laake12: Have you during last 12 months tried or used sleeping pills or
tranquillisers for non-medicinal purposes?

yes 1
no 2

98.A. In the last 12 months, have you used any other drugs, such as cocaine
or crack, heroin, stimulants (such as methamphetamines or ”ice”),
hallucinogens (such as LSD), or party drugs (such as ecstasy)? HOTD

YES 1 (SKIP TO Q. 98B)
NO 2 (SKIP TO Q. 99)

version variables used to construct hotd_10:
hotd_10a = amfet12: In the last 12 months, have you used any drugs?
Remark: question order not clear is there a skip ££

C) amphetamine?
yes 1
no 2

hotd_10b = heroi12: In the last 12 months, have you used any drugs?
Remark: question order not clear is there a skip ££

D) heroin?
yes 1
no 2
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hotd_10c = eksta12: In the last 12 months, have you used any drugs?
Remark: question order not clear is there a skip ££

E) ecstasy?
yes 1
no 2

hotd_10d = kokai12: In the last 12 months, have you used any drugs?
Remark: question order not clear is there a skip ££

F) cocaine?
yes 1
no 2

hotd_10e = lsd12: In the last 12 months, have you used any drugs?
Remark: question order not clear is there a skip ££

G) LSD?
yes 1
no 2

hotd_10f = sienet12: In the last 12 months, have you used any drugs?
Remark: question order not clear is there a skip ££

H) hallucinogenic mushrooms?
yes 1
no 2

hotd_10g = munain12: In the last 12 months, have you used any drugs?
Remark: question order not clear is there a skip ££

I) other?
yes 1
no 2
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Additional variables

DEMOGRAPHICS

add01_10 = ££: two highest categories combined
Remark: a register-based indicator created by Statistics Finland ££

comprehensive school or unknown 1
upper secondary level education: no matriculation
examination (i.e. vocational training)

2

upper secondary level education: matriculation examination 3
lowest college degree 4
bachelors degree 5
masters or doctoral degree 6

add02_10 = perkoul: What is your basic education?
Ylioppilastutkinto [matriculation examination/upper
secondary school]

1

Keskikoulu [intermediate school; old system] 2
Peruskoulu [comprehensive school] 3
Kansakoulu, kansalaiskoulu or less [elementary school, civic
school; old system]

4

no response 99

add03_10 = ammkoul: What is your vocational education?
university degree 1
degree in a polytechnic 2
degree in a polytechnic (old system) 3
vocational degree 4
vocational course 5
no vocational education 6
no response 99

add04_10 = a combination of add02_10, and add03_10
only basic education (add02_10=2-4) 1
vocational degree (add03_10=4) 2
matriculation examination (add02_10=1) 3
matriculation examination + vocational degree
(add02_10=1 and add03_10=4)

4

degree in a polytechnic (add03_10=2 or 3) 5
university degree (add03_10=1) 6

WORK EXPERIENCES

add05_10 = tyotvk92: How many weeks have you been unemployed during last 12 months?
|__|__|  weeks
no response 99

add06_10 = tyott3v: how many months have you been unemployed during last 3 years?
|__|__|  months
no response 99
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additional variables to wroi_10:
add07_10 = raw indicator (wroi_10) without categories

__________ open
no response 9999999

SOCIAL NETWORKS

add08_10 = k192: Do you have persons you feel confident in to talk about all or almost all
problems?

yes, always or almost always when I need 1
sometimes in some issues 2
usually not or not in many issues 3
no, I can't really talk about my problems 4
no response 99

add09_10 = k193: How satisfied are you in the support and discussion help that you get from
those near you?

very satisfied 1
Rather satisfied 2
Not really satisfied 3
Not at all satisfied 4
There are no people near me, I do not get such support 5
no response 99

FAMILIAL AND OTHER DRINKING CONTEXTS

Additional variables to fcira10 to fcirg10:
add10_10 = meal2
Remark: data on drinking occasions level aggregated into individual level; see translated
questionnaire.
Remark: Number of occasions per year when respondent has eaten 'full meal' or 'a snack'.
Abstainers: 0; ££ what does aggregated level mean??££

_______________ open question
current abstainer
no response 99

add11_10 = tiholrj: How often do you drink beer at meal?
daily 1
4-5 times weekly 2
2-3 times weekly 3
once a week 4
2-3 times monthly 5
approximately once a month 6
approximately once during a couple of months 7
3-4 times a year 8
once or twice a year 9
less than once a year 10
never 11
no response 99
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add12_10 = tihvirj: How often do you drink wine at meal?
daily 1
4-5 times weekly 2
2-3 times weekly 3
once a week 4
2-3 times monthly 5
approximately once a month 6
approximately once during a couple of months 7
3-4 times a year 8
once or twice a year 9
less than once a year 10
never 11
no response 99

add13_10 = home. Data on drinking occasions level aggregated into individual level; see
translated questionnaire.
Remark: Number of occasions per year when the main location of the drinking was at home.
(fcirc10 is the 'normal' measure; for this question both types exist and can be used for estimating
how well or how badly the two types of measures correspond to each other). ££ what does
aggregated level mean ££

add14_10 = bar_res. Data on drinking occasions level aggregated into individual level; see
translated questionnaire.
Remark: Number of occasions per year when the main location of the drinking  was 'licensed
restaurant, bar, pub etc.' ££what does aggregated level mean ££
Remark: bar/pub/restaurant (in Finnish language there is no clear distinction between restaurant
and bar):

add15_10 = bar. Data on drinking occasions level aggregated into individual level; see translated
questionnaire.
Remark: Number of occasions per year when the main location of the drinking  was 'licensed
restaurant, bar, pub etc.' but when respondent had NOT eaten a full meal ('ateria' or question 6 in
the survey of single drinking occasions).

additional variables to fwota10 to fwote10:
add16_10 = £££: In whose company were you on this occasion?
Remark: Data on drinking occasions level aggregated into individual level; Number of occasions
per year when there were following people in the company of the respondent: ££ what does
aggregated level mean ££

A) Spouse / common-law spouse / boy- / girlfriend?
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

add17_10 = £££: In whose company were you on this occasion?
Remark: Data on drinking occasions level aggregated into individual level; Number of occasions
per year when there were following people in the company of the respondent: ££ what does
aggregated level mean ££

B) Other family members or relatives?
yes 1
no 2
no response 99
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add18_10 = £££: In whose company were you on this occasion?
Remark: Data on drinking occasions level aggregated into individual level; Number of occasions
per year when there were following people in the company of the respondent: ££ what does
aggregated level mean ££

C) Work / student mates or acquaintances?
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

add19_10 = £££: In whose company were you on this occasion?
Remark: Data on drinking occasions level aggregated into individual level; Number of occasions
per year when there were following people in the company of the respondent: ££ what does
aggregated level mean ££

D) Other friends, acquaintances and neighbors?
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

add20_10 = £££: In whose company were you on this occasion?
Remark: Data on drinking occasions level aggregated into individual level; Number of occasions
per year when there were following people in the company of the respondent: ££ what does
aggregated level mean ££

E) alone?
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

additional variables to fsefa10:
add21_10 = posilm: Have you felt in the course of last 12 months that drinking has helped you
to…

A) express your feelings better than ordinarily?
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

add22_10 = pospar: Have you felt in the course of last 12 months that drinking has helped you
to…

B) get closer to someone of the opposite sex?
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

add23_10 = posari: Have you felt in the course of last 12 months that drinking has helped you
to…

C) be less inhibited in the company of others?
yes 1
no 2
no response 99
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add24_10 = postut: Have you felt in the course of last 12 months that drinking has helped you
to…

D) learn to know someone better?
yes 1
no 2
no response 99

DRINKING CONSEQUENCES

add25_10 = ksratti: Next I shall mention some situations which may arise when using alcohol.
Mark for each whether you have found yourself in similar situations during the past 12 months...

A) driving a car under the influence of alcohol?
never 1
1-2 times 2
3 times or more 3
no response 99

add26_10 = kuhiutu: How often do you drink enough to feel it a little?
Remark: abstainers: 11=never ££ new category ££

daily 1
4-5 times weekly 2
2-3 times weekly 3
once a week 4
2-3 times monthly 5
approximately once a month 6
approximately once during a couple of months 7
3-4 times a year 8
once or twice a year 9
less than once a year 10
never 11
no response 99

add27_10 = rai6ann: How frequently were you accustomed to drink 6 or more drinks on one
occasion?
Remark: abstainers only; ££ introduce drinkers as separate category ££

daily 1
4-5 times weekly 2
2-3 times weekly 3
once a week 4
2-3 times monthly 5
approximately once a month 6
approximately once during a couple of months 7
3-4 times a year 8
once or twice a year 9
less than once a year 10
never 11
no response 99
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add28_10 = k138muu: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted
to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking?

A) someone else?
person does not exist 0
yes 1
no 2
current abstainer 98
no response 99

INTIMATE RELATIONS AND SEXUALITY

VIOLENCE/VICTIMIZATION

HEALTH AND LIFESTYLE

add29_10 = ££: In the last 12 months, have you used any drugs?
Remark: question order not clear is there a skip ££

A) glue?
yes 1
no 2
no response 99
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